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Introduction
XTM Portal is an optional module for the XTM Translation Management System. It offers the opportunity for customers to:
•
•
•
•

request a translation
receive a price estimate
pay for the translation
download the files upon completion

The module can be integrated into a customer-facing website so that customers are able to:
•
•
•
•

upload files
specify target languages
receiving price quotes
pay for translations.

Portal users may also create an account which allows them to view and manage their own projects online.
XTM Portal enables XTM users to create a customized, web-based (desktop and mobile) centralized
platform for all translation requests to be processed. It can be customized to your company’s specific
branding to help centralize translation requests and provide an efficient way to manage translation.
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XTM Portal – User Roles
Admin User
XTM Portal comes with an Admin user who has access to configure and customize the system. Admin
users can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

add, edit or delete XTM Portal pages
add, edit or delete users
add, edit or delete FAQ items
view XTM Portal projects
set dummy users
make cost estimates
configure XTM Portal with Standard Request Translation option
configure XTM Portal with Customized Request Translation option
configure the connection to XTM
switch on/off payment options
customize the XTM Portal appearance in the CSS editor

Requesters
Requesters are registered users who order translation services via XTM Portal. They can register in
XTM Portal prior to requesting any translation service.
SSO (Single sign-on) authentication
The XTM Portal URL can be shared between users so they can register themselves. XTM Portal offers
the possibility to log in via SSO (i.e. SAML or OAuth2.0 methods). This allows requesters to access
XTM Portal with a single set of credentials.
For more information about registration in XTM Portal – see Registering in XTM Portal (page 5).

Registering In XTM Portal
Creating A User Account
New XTM Portal users are prompted to register in XTM Portal to be able to request translation projects.
New users with Customer PM setting in XTM Portal are visible in XTM instance as a project creator.
Users with the External Creator option enabled is created as the XTM Portal user.
All new users created in XTM will have their unique ID numbers assigned which will later be used in
XTM Portal for reference purposes.
XTM ID numbers provided to XTM Portal are automatically formatted. A comma is used
as a separator. For example:
XTM ID: 36267
in XTM Portal: 36,267
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Registration form in XTM Portal

New Portal user – Customer PM view in Silverstripe

New Portal user – Customer list view in XTM
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Deleting A User Profile From XTM Portal
1.
2.
3.

Choose the user icon from the menu.
Choose Profile.
Scroll to the bottom of the page to find the Delete profile button
If you choose to delete your account, it will be permanently removed. You will not be
able to restore it.

Profile tab in Silverstripe
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The Delete profile button Confirmation

Confirmation message
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Configuring XTM Portal
Silverstripe CMS
XTM Portal has been developed using Silverstripe
. Silverstripe is an open-source Content Management System for creating and maintaining websites and web applications. It provides a web-based administration panel that allows the user to make modifications to selected parts of the website.
For further details check Silverstripe.
You can change the look and feel of the XTM Portal user interface in the Settings > Custom theme (page 24) tab. Alternatively, the XTM development team can adjust it for
you once the cost estimation has been approved.

XTM Portal Configuration Within Silverstripe
The XTM Support Team can create customer-specific instances of XTM Portal upon request. Once the
configuration panel is available, you can tailor XTM Portal to your requirements.

XTM Portal for XTM Clients – configuration panel view from within Silverstripe
The configuration panel consists of several tabs where you can customize XTM Portal. These are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pages
Payments
Payment parameters
Portal users
Projects view
SSO attributes
Settings

Pages Tab
Silverstripe offers tools to present your brand and content on your website pages. You can decide which
pages you want to publish, in which languages, as well as reorganize your website page structure by
using the drag and drop option.
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Pages: website page structure
The order of the pages in the XTM Portal navigation panel can be set by the XTM Portal Admins. They
can decide on the priority of the navigation menu items and hide less important items under the More
tab.

Add New Pages
Click Add new to add new pages to your website. You will be taken to a subpage to configure your website as you like.
Pages can be created to appear in the main navigation bar (Top Level), or as subpages (Under another
page). Page types can be selected from the available list (Choose page type). Click the Create button
at the button of the page to confirm.
Add top-level page
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Adding new page – Top level
Add a subpage

Adding a new subpage

Batch Actions
The Batch actions function lets you perform multiple actions (restore, publish, unpublish, or archive) on
several pages at one go.
Choose an action you want to perform, e.g. “Publish”, and select any number of pages you want to publish by selecting the checkboxes beside them. Click the Go button to complete the selected action.
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Applying batch actions

Setting A Home Page
You can set a different page than the home page as the main page. Under the Settings tab, you can
choose to Use this page as homepage and insert the preferred website address into the Domain(s)
field. Click Save. The link to the domain appears in the Settings tab of the homepage.

A home page with the assigned link

Hiding Pages In XTM Portal
1.
2.
3.

Go to the Pages tab, select a page, and open the Settings tab in the top-right menu.
Go to Visibility, deselect Show in menus? checkbox.
Choose Save and publish.
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Hiding pages on the XTM Portal navigation bar

Hiding And Displaying Columns On The XTM Projects Page
Under XTM Pages > Content > Columns, XTM Portal administrators can configure the appearance of
the XTM Project listing page by defining which columns can be visible to XTM Portal users and in what
order they will appear. Such columns as ID, Name and Status, by default, are always visible, but others
can be hidden from view.

Customization Of The Registration Page
This feature is available for Customized Request Translation.
XTM Portal has now a new Registration form page (called Customizable User Profile) where the administrators can tailor the new user registration form to their needs.
Under User Profile > Content > Profile, XTM administrators can decide which fields will have to be filled
out by the new users. These fields are by default mandatory:
•
•
•
•
•

First name
Last name
Username
Email
Password (for non-SSO users)

Language
The language switcher shows the languages in which XTM Portal can be used. Currently, the interface
language can be set to
•
•
•
•
•
•

English (UK)
English (US)
Japanese
Polish
Turkish
German

The languages visible in the dropdown are created at the system level under Settings > Translations.
Each language version needs to be added per page in the Pages view for a page to be available in this
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language. Every translated page in Silverstripe will retain its original URL and the language code will be
appended based on the locale.
You can check in which language versions a page can be published by selecting the page and clicking
Translations.
Check Creating new user interface translation (page 21) for more information on translations.

Setting interface language

Creating site translation

Payments Tab (Optional)
The default payment gateways available in XTM Portal is SagePay.
PayPal and Mollie can also be connected. XTM requires the user ID so that a connection can be established.
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Payments tab
XTM International can prepare other payment gateways for you. Each payment gateway can be configured per client. For more information contact

CONTACT SUPPORT
Monday - Friday
8:00 - 23:00 CET
support@xtm.cloud

Payment Parameters
The Payment parameters tab is where you can find all the information about the gateway you have set
up, such as payment gateway name, parameter name from the gateway configuration, and a unique,
gateway configuration parameter value.

Payment parameters tab

XTM Portal Users
The Portal users tab enables you to set up and manage users as well as control access to various pages or sections. It is possible to import user data in the form of a CSV file. Learn more about the CSV
format requirements under the Show advanced usage link or go to Customer Groups in Portal.
(page 65)
Portal users can:
• request translation and determine due dates for projects
• see information about overdue or due projects
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Portal users tab

Users
You can edit the details of existing users by clicking on the item you want to edit from the list or on the
pencil button. To delete a user, click the Delete red button. Deleting any user will not affect the projects
created in XTM.
In the New Member section (Add Member), you can create new users as well as edit and delete existing ones. The most important details of any user are:
• email
• password
• XTM Customer ID
An email address can only be used once in the system (it will automatically become your username for
XTM Portal logging).
If any XTM Portal user is deleted in XTM, they are not automatically removed from XTM
Portal.

Adding a new member

Projects View
XTM Portal Admins have access to the same information about the projects set up in XTM Portal as the
information visible on the standard listing page plus additional data about the requester who created the
project
• Project ID in Portal
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project name
Status
Source and Target languages
Project ID in XTM
Member’s first name
Member’s last name
Member’s e-mail

The search option (under the
the list.

icon) lets XTM Portal Admins sort projects by all attributes available on

Project cost generation can be modified if opened in the edit mode.
Projects cancelled during requesting translation on Standard Request Translation page
are not displayed on the Projects view page.

Projects view tab

SSO Attributes
SSO: Single Sign-On is an authentication method. It uses a single ID and password to
access autonomous applications.

This tab is available to customers who have their SSO option enabled.
New Portal users can be created in XTM Portal rather than in XTM Cloud.
In SSO attributes you can:
•
•
•
•

define the mapping for a single user
define mapping SSO user's group
map additional SSO field (page 19)
check the types of attributes coming in from SSO (page 20)
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• update SSO user details if they haven't been mapped
Alternatively, if you want to create a Customer PM in XTM, select the corresponding box and provide
the Default XTM Customer ID for SSO. In this way, new Customer PMs will be set up in XTM and they
will be automatically linked to that Customer.
All the projects requested by them will be assigned to this Customer. Any modifications made under
Settings > SSO will apply to all available language versions of your website as they are set globally, not
per page.

Enabling SSO
To turn on SSO in XTM Portal, the option needs to be configured in XTM Cloud first. For more information:

CONTACT SUPPORT
Monday - Friday
8:00 - 23:00 CET
support@xtm.cloud
Once Single Sign-On has been activated in XTM Cloud, you need to activate it in the XTM Portal as
well.

Enabling SSO in XTM Portal
1.
2.
3.

, and click the XTM tab in the top-right menu.
Go to the Settings tab
Choose the SSO tab.
Choose Enable Single Sign On.

Enabling SSO Settings > SSO

SSO Attributes Member Mappings
Here you can map a single user. SSO must be configured in an XTM instance first. Once SSO has
been configured, you can map the user in the XTM Portal.
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Mapping SSO user
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the SSO attributes > SSO attributes tab, select Add SSO attribute Member mapping.
Fill in the required fields. You can check the required data in the SSO attributes tab.
a. Client: XTM API client name as it appears in Settings > Connections.
b. Member Column: Select from the dropdown the field which appears during login.
c. SSO attribute name: defined in your SSO provider.
Select Use this field for authentication via SSO. Make sure to add at least one unique field in the
authentication.
Select Save and close.

SSO attributes Member mappings

Additional SSO Fields
Mapping additional SSO fields
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select Add Additional SSO Field in the Additional SSO Field tab.
In the new window, enter a name for the Additional SSO Field name. This is a name that appears
on the member's profile in the Additional SSO fields section. Any name is allowed.
In the Attribute field, enter the name of the attribute coming from SSO.
Optionally, select Show this field on a Member profile page.
Select Save and close.
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SSO attributes Additional SSO Fields

Adding new Additional SSO Fields

SSO Attributes Tab
You can check the types of attributes coming in from SSO.

SSO attributes tab in the SSO attributes menu
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Updating SSO Users
Mapping SSO user's group
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the SSO Group Mapping, select the green Add SSO Group Mapping button .
Fill in Name and Value. You can check the required data in the SSO attributes tab.
Select the required group from the dropdown.
Select Save or Save and Close.

SSO attributes Group mappings
Admins can check the user's group in Portal users > Main > Groups.

Settings Tab
Under the Settings tab, you can manage global settings, like the site name and user access control.

Settings tab – CMS view
Tabs in the top-right menu allow you to:
• determine the access to pages: anyone, logged-in users, specific group (Access)
• customize your sites with language versions (Translations)
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•
•
•
•

use Google Analytics
check or set your connection to XTM instance (XTM)
add Custom theme
find information about the release date of the current version of XTM Portal and its compatibility with
XTM (About XTM Portal)

Creating New User Interface Translation
The following language versions are available for the XTM Portal user interface:
•
•
•
•
•
•

English (UK)
English (US)
Japanese
Polish
Turkish
German

Add a new language version to the user interface:
Adding a language version here will make the language available as one of the default languages in the
Pages view.
Go to the Settings tab

and click the Translations tab in the top-right menu.

Creating language versions

Connecting XTM To XTM Portal
You can test your connection to XTM in the Settings tab.
In case of connection issues, a message appears prompting you to verify your XTM settings.

Connection to XTM error message
XTM Portal is connected to your instance of XTM using the following credentials:
• XTM API URL
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•
•
•
•

XTM API Client name (must have PM role assigned in XTM)
XTM API User ID
XTM API Password
XTM Portal Customer ID

If these credentials are updated in XTM, they will also need to be updated in the XTM Portal.
Configure XTM Settings:
Go to the Settings tab

, and click the XTM tab in the top-right menu.

Settings tab – XTM configuration

Choosing Project Manager Assigned To The Customer In XTM
Administrators can choose a Project Manager assigned to the Customer in XTM. By default, all projects
are assigned to the API user.
1.
2.
3.

Go to the Settings tab
, and click the XTM tab in the top-right menu. Choose the Connections
tab.
Choose Project Manager checkbox.
Click Save.

Choose a Project Manager assigned to the Customer in XTM.

Managing Customers
By default, XTM Portal Requesters will see only one customer, defined under the XTM > Connections
tab.
Default customer
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Default customer in XTM > customers tab
You can permanently remove existing Customer PM ID mapping. Click Remove under the Default customer checkbox.
As an administrator, you can change the customer settings for the XTM Portal Requesters.
Choose Multiple customers option so that XTM Portal Requesters will see all selected customers.
Add multiple customers
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the Settings tab
, and click the XTM tab in the top-right menu. Choose the Customers tab.
Choose Manage customers checkbox.
All available customers are listed under Multiple customers option. Remove redundant customer by
clicking the cross next to it.
Click Save.

Customers tab in XTM > Settings

Adding Custom Themes
Themes are sets of templates and front-end assets used to configure your instance of XTM Portal. You
can use the CSS editor in Silverstripe to customize the XTM Portal appearance.
Access to the editor is granted by XTM Support Team (support@xtm.cloud).
The Custom themes feature is launched on test servers, where clients can introduce their own modifications to their XTM Portal instance. With each release, XTM will copy the configuration to the client’s production server.
Any modifications made in the CSS editor will apply to all available language versions of your website.

Edit CSS
1.
2.

Go to the Settings
tab and open the Custom Theme tab in the top-right menu.
You can change CSS code directly in the Custom CSS editor.
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CSS editor for the customization of themes

FAQs Tab (Optional)
This functionality is used to manage Frequently Asked Questions and answers. Create a link FAQ page
first, then add new FAQ records.
The functionality comes with a search index and can be optimized with keywords.

Create a FAQ page
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to the Pages tab. Choose Add new.
Choose the page level.
Choose page type, scroll down to XTM FAQ Page.
Choose Create.
Choose Save and publish.
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Adding FAQ page

Add new FAQ record
1.
2.

Choose the FAQs tab
from the sidebar. Choose Add FAQ.
Fill in the record as required. Add keywords and category. Click Save and close.

Link the record to your FAQ page.
1.
2.
3.

Go to Pages > FAQ Page > Featured FAQs.
Type the name of your existing record in the Find FAQs search box.
Choose Link Existing.

Adding FAQ record
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Frequently Asked Questions - editor
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XTM Portal – Requester Interface
The standard Home page of XTM Portal is shown below. The content of this page is configurable at the
CSS level and depends on the setting of your choice. The image below is for demonstration purposes
only. From this page, it is possible to:
• log in
• request a translation job
• check requested translation projects

Landing page
The landing page also offers you an overview of options for requesting the translation, cost estimates,
and delivery methods. The content and description of these options can be customized to your specific
business requirements.
The options buttons can be renamed to reflect the services your business offers. The words Budget,
Standard, and Premium are for demonstration purposes only. The checklist of the items that are covered within each option allows a Requester to make informed decisions. The number of options can be
reduced, but it cannot be increased; additional modification would require custom development.
The options are linked with the workflow definitions created in XTM. This means that when a translation
request is created, it will always follow the chosen standard predefined workflow. From within XTM
these projects can then be adapted on the fly.
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Options for translation request and delivery – landing page view

Changing The Default User Interface Language On The Profile
Page
You can change the default user interface language on the profile page. It will be stored for the length of
the whole session.
1.
2.

Open the User profile . Click English.
Choose your preferred language from the menu.

Changing the default user interface language on the profile page
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Request Translation
There are two Request Translation sites available in XTM Portal:
• Standard Request Translation (page 30): you can create pages with standard XTM configuration
and workflows
• Customized Request Translation (page 48): you can create pages with customizable workflow, templates, and cost estimates

Standard Request Translation (Create Pages With Standard XTM
Configuration And Workflows)

Standard Request translation – XTM Portal view

Creating And Editing Content In Silverstripe
Under the Pages tab, select Request Translation (Create pages with standard XTM configuration and
workflows) to edit. Go to the Content tab on the toolbar. Choose which fields you want to edit:
•
•
•
•
•

Main Content
Translations
Files
Translation Options
Delivery Services
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Main Content
The content of each of these sections is easily configurable and you can decide whether any new pages should be added. Input your desired changes and click the Save draft or Save & publish buttons.
In Main Content you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name your page (requires changing your page web address)
change URL segment
name your page the way you want it to be visible in the XTM Portal navigation panel
choose a template from the ones available in XTM (note, that the workflow needs to be set up in
Translation Options)
enable payment options
enable project cost estimations
activate promotional codes if you are planning to offer your customers a discount, e.g., on defined
language pairs
allow XTM Portal users to give their translation request projects unique rather than default names
upload your customized Subject Matters (Check next section).

Uploading CSV Files With Subject Matters
The default list of the Subject Matters available in XTM Portal is taken from the Customer’s XTM instance. If any custom Subject Matters are added in XTM they have to be added to XTM Portal to be
visible in the Subject Matters dropdown menu.
Subject Matters will be displayed in the user interface in the same order as in the CSV file.
To add new Subject Matters, a CSV file needs to be uploaded with all subject matters in line with the
following naming convention:
BROADCASTING_PRINTING_AND_PUBLISHING; Broadcasting, Printing and Publishing
The information provided on the left side of the semi-colon is sent to XTM, while the information on the
right of the semi-colon is sent to XTM Portal.
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Subject Matters – uploading of a CSV file

Required Subject Matters format – CSV file

Translations
In Translations you can:
• add translations of your page if you decide to display XTM Portal in different languages
• choose in which languages your sites will be available, and the way your different language sites will
look
More on localization – see Creating new user interface translation (page 21).
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Request Translation: Translation

Files
In Files you can:
• organize documents and other files
• determine what kind of file extensions can be uploaded for translation
• set a limit on their size
Access to files can be limited to authenticated users based on the assigned user permissions.

Request Translation: Files

Delivery Services
In Delivery Services you can determine how your translation is to be delivered:
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• choose among the methods set within XTM under Configuration > Data > Delivery services

Delivery Services

Delivery Services set in XTM – XTM view

Translation Options
In Translation Options you can:
• decide how many translation options will be displayed on the Standard Request Translation page (up
to three options)
• name translation options (max. length: 15 characters)
• describe the scope of each option (max. length: 250 characters)
• determine the workflow using the workflows available in XTM
The Name and XTM Workflow fields are mandatory for each option, but providing a broader description
for them is optional.
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Translation options

Requesting Translation
Requesting translation can be initiated from the navigation bar (Request Translation) or by clicking on
the Translate Now button. Both options will quickly take a Requester to the page where a translation
order can be placed.
Having clicked on Request Translation or Translate Now, the Requester will be taken to a standard
screen for a user to create a translation request from within XTM Portal. The available options are:
• Upload or drop a file
• Paste text (no limit on the number of characters, however only the first 250 words will be visible on
the translation confirmation page)
• Name the project (provided that this option has been activated by the System Admin)
• Choose a source language
• Choose target languages
• Choose a default subject matter from a drop-down menu
• Add reference files to help the linguist
• Add comments to customize a request
• Pay for translation (provided that such option has been activated by the Admin)

Requesting Translation By Logged-In Users
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Log in to your XTM Portal account.
Click Request Translation to place your translation order and upload files for translation.
Choose the source and target languages, add a project name and the domain of your translation
along with any reference materials or comments you may have.
Click Next to choose a translation option, determine the number of translation copies or translation
delivery method, and see the price estimate generated by XTM before you decide to buy the service. At this point, you can also cancel your request.
Click Next to receive a Request Confirmation. You can also add or edit your comments.
Click Next to create a task in XTM and be redirected to Secure Payments. You will be presented
with a proposal before making a payment.
Click Proceed to payment (page 41).
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Users can cancel their project requests at any point before they confirm the translation
request. Abandoning the process means that the project will be assigned a “Deactivated” status in XTM and will not be visible on the project listing page in XTM Portal.

Logging in to XTM Portal

Translation request
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Choosing translation options and other criteria

Adding comments
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Cancelling translation request
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Confirmation of the translation request
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Billing details
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Email sent from XTM Portal informing you that a project has been created in XTM

Credit Card Payment Options
XTM supports SagePay to process credit card payments; other methods will require custom development (e.g. PayPal).
If the SagePay functionality is not required, it can be disabled.
SagePay gateway takes payments in USD, EUR, and GBP.
To finalize the translation order, the Requester needs to follow the on-screen instructions. Once the
transaction is processed, a confirmation message will be displayed.
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SagePay transaction details view
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Providing card details – form
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Card details form
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Processing the payment transaction
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Message confirming the payment transaction

Tracking And Downloading Projects
Once the translation request has been sent to XTM, an analysis of cost estimates begins.
Under the XTM Projects tab, the Requester can see
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the project name,
source and target languages,
the date on which the project was created,
its due date,
status,
cost estimates
the time and date on which the costs were estimated - the last column is particularly helpful if project
cost estimates have been changed in XTM – the date and time always correspond to the most recent
estimation

Project statuses are updated automatically as they change within XTM.
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XTM Portal offers a search bar where you can look for any of your projects by
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IDs
project name
source and target languages
date created
status
estimates
date estimated

Two additional icons on the right indicate:
Comment icon
Icon indicating the cost estimate calculation method. Depending on the configuration in
XTM, estimates can be calculated based on:
• a proposal
• costs (user’s rate cards)
• Estimation for this project is disabled
Cost estimates are prices roughly calculated based on the costs and rate cards set up in XTM. The figures displayed on the XTM Project list may change if XTM Project Managers calculate the costs of the
projects again.
When the project is finished in XTM, the user has to generate the cost to check if it has changed.
Emails received by the Requesters linked to Customer PMs are sent from XTM, but this
option can be switched off by the XTM Support Team to avoid receiving the same email
twice.
Finished projects can be downloaded by clicking the menu

and then Download target file

XTM Projects tab

XTM will automatically archive all projects that fit into these categories:
• Finished projects that have not been used for 5 days
• Unfinished projects that have not been used for 15 days

47
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Get estimates of XTM Project
1.
2.

Go to the menu next to your project.
Click Get estimates.

Archive project
1.
2.

Go to the menu next to your project.
Click Archive project.

Customized Request Translation (Create Pages With Customizable Workflow, Templates, And Cost Estimates)

Customized Request translation – XTM Portal view

Creating And Editing Content In Silverstripe
Silverstripe offers tools to customize the landing page with your branding and content. You can create
as many additional pages within the Silverstripe as you need.
Under the Pages tab, select Customized Request Translation (Create pages with customizable workflow, templates, and cost estimates) to edit. Go to the Content tab on the toolbar. Choose which fields
you want to edit:
•
•
•
•
•

Main Content
Translations
Files
Estimation
Custom Fields
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Customized Request Translation: Main Content tab
The content of each of these sections is easily configurable and you can decide whether any new pages should be added. Input your desired changes and click the Save draft or Save & publish buttons.

In Content You Can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name your page (requires changing your page web address)
change URL segment
name your page the way you want it to be visible in the XTM Portal navigation panel
add content and metadata to your page
upload your customized Subject Matters (see here (page 30))
enable setting due dates for projects in XTM Portal
enable Project name field in the translation order form, so that translation requester Enabling the
Date custom field will result in two Date fields being visible on the XTM Portal order form. The customized Date will override the date set up in the order forms can give their projects customized
names
• enable default templates. This option activates all XTM template configurations: linguists, source and
target languages are populated into XTM Portal, however, they can be modified within XTM Portal
before the translation request is sent to XTM
• Add an additional email address to receive information about the project so that the information about
the progress of the project can be shared

Customized Request Translation: Content tab

In Translations You Can:
• add translations of your pages if you decide to display XTM Portal in different languages
• choose which languages your pages will be available, and the way your different language pages will
look (see here (page 9))
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Customized Request Translation: Translations

In Files You Can:
• organize documents and other files
• determine what kind of file extensions can be uploaded for translation
• set a limit on their size
Access to files can be limited to authenticated users based on the assigned user permissions.

Customized Request Translation: Files

In Estimation You Can:
• determine what your cost estimates are based on – either Proposal or Costs based on rate cards
• generate costs based on rate cards and using
• Metrics
• Current metrics
• Time or metrics
• Time or current metric
• assign a dummy user id and use the dummy user for the entire workflow. For more details, see
Project estimates (page 59).
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Customized Request Translation: Estimation

In Custom Fields - You Can:
• enable which custom fields you want to apply to your projects. For more about custom fields and their
configuration in XTM see Creating custom fields (page 62)

Customized Request Translation: Custom Fields
One of the options here is creating a due date custom field. It may happen that two due
date fields can be seen on the Request Translation page: the Portal due date and the
XTM due date. In such a case, Portal due dates override any of the due dates set up in
XTM, and only Portal due dates are visible on the Portal project listing page.

Requesting A Translation
In XTM Portal, when a requester clicks the Request Translation tab, they are taken to a standard
screen to create a translation request. The available options are:
• Upload or drop a file
• Paste text (no limit on the number of characters, however only the first 250 words will be visible on
the translation confirmation page)
• Choose a template from the dropdown menu (see template configuration in XTM (page 60))
• Add reference files to help the linguist
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• Add comments to customize a request

Creating a translation request

Create a translation request
1.
2.

Choose Files to translate. Choose Template from the dropdown. Click Next.
Choose Source and Target language, Due date and Project name. Click Send request.
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Creating a translation request

Add details to Customized Translation Request
The task is submitted to XTM which will create a project and send the files for analysis. A confirmation
email will be sent from XTM Portal to the Requester.
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Project created
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Confirmation sent to the Requester
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Email confirming that a project has been finished sent to the Requester

Tracking And Downloading Projects
Once the translation request has been sent to XTM, an analysis of cost estimates begins.
Under the XTM Projects tab, the Requester can see
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the project name,
source and target languages,
the date on which the project was created,
its due date,
status,
cost estimates
the time and date on which the costs were estimated - the last column is particularly helpful if project
cost estimates have been changed in XTM – the date and time always correspond to the most recent
estimation

Project statuses are updated automatically as they change within XTM.
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XTM Portal offers a search bar where you can look for any of your projects by
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IDs
project name
source and target languages
date created
status
estimates
date estimated

Two additional icons on the right indicate:
Comment icon
Icon indicating the cost estimate calculation method. Depending on the configuration in
XTM, estimates can be calculated based on:
• a proposal
• costs (user’s rate cards)
• Estimation for this project is disabled
Cost estimates are prices roughly calculated based on the costs and rate cards set up in XTM. The figures displayed on the XTM Project list may change if XTM Project Managers calculate the costs of the
projects again.
When the project is finished in XTM, the user has to generate the cost to check if it has changed.
Emails received by the Requesters linked to Customer PMs are sent from XTM, but this
option can be switched off by the XTM Support Team to avoid receiving the same email
twice.
Finished projects can be downloaded by clicking the menu

and then Download target file

XTM Projects tab

XTM will automatically archive all projects that fit into these categories:
• Finished projects that have not been used for 5 days
• Unfinished projects that have not been used for 15 days
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Get estimates of XTM Project
1.
2.

Go to the menu next to your project.
Click Get estimates.

Archive project
1.
2.

Go to the menu next to your project.
Click Archive project.
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XTM Settings
Customizing Source And Target Languages
XTM has over 320 languages to choose from, so for ease-of-use, it is recommended that you assign
language combinations to your Portal customers. What is important to note here is that you can change
source and target languages that are visible in XTM Portal by changing them for the Portal Customer
which has been created in your XTM account.
In your XTM instance:
1.
2.

Go to the Customers tab, search for your customer and click the required entry.
Choose Language combination. Fill in as required.

Source and target language combinations – XTM view

Project Estimates
To calculate price estimates, the Portal Customer created in XTM must have all estimate factors filled
out correctly; this will allow the Portal Requester to proceed to the estimates and payment pages.
In your XTM instance:
1.
2.

Go to the Customers tab, search for your customer and click the required entry.
Choose the Estimate factors tab from the sidebar. Fill in as required.
Make sure that your rate cards have linguists or a dummy user assigned to them. Otherwise, it will be impossible to generate cost estimates in XTM Portal.

Once the payment has been accepted, the Project Manager will be able to see that the project has
been paid within XTM (Projects > Portal Project > Show general).
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Estimate factors - XTM view

Creating Project Template In XTM
A project template stores the settings for creating a project and allocating translators. It can be customer-specific or global.
Templates can be created either when creating a new project and clicking on the “Save as template”
button at the foot of the page or from the project listing menu.

Create a project template in XTM
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to XTM Projects > Projects list > Add project.
Fill in the required details. Click Save as a template.
Fill in Create template pop. Fill in as required.
Select Save
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Creating a project template
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When you select either of the templates, the Create template window appears.

Create template pop-up

Creating Project Custom Fields
XTM allows you to create custom fields for projects which you can apply when requesting translation in
Customized Request Translation. You can choose one of the six different types of custom fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checkbox
Date
Drop-down
Multiple selections
Number
Text

If you choose either dropdown or multiple selections, then you will need to enter your list of values that
can be selected for that field.
1.
2.
3.

Go to the Configuration tab
> Data > Custom fields > Project custom fields. Click the Add button.
Type in a name for this field, and select its type.
Click Save.
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Custom fields tab

Custom fields popup
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Troubleshooting
Table 1. Troubleshooting
Issue

Proposed solution

In standard Request
Translation option,
when requesting
translation, the user is
taken to the Home
landing page.

Go to the Members tab in Silverstripe. Fill out your profile form with as
much details as possible.

In standard Request
Translation option, a
blank page appears
along the request
translation path

Clear all the unnecessary content in your browser, such as:
•
•
•
•

cookies
cache
site data
history

A blank page appears
when Proceed to
payment button is
clicked

Choose from two possible scenarios:

When proceeding to
payments, the screen
goes back to the
Home landing page

Choose from two possible scenarios:

1. You are creating your project on your admin account and you left
XTM Customer ID and XTM Customer PM ID sections filled out with
0. Fill out the sections with the existing customer and PM ID.
2. When requesting translation while being logged out, you need to
enter your personal details. Make sure the details are correct.

1. You do not have an URL added in XTM. Go to Settings > Portal and
fill out the Portal base URL; make sure that the Portal start action
field has the word payment in it.
2. You have created your own Customer Project Manager in XTM and
connected its ID to XTM Portal. Make sure that all the fields
(required and not required) are filled out when creating your own
Customer Project Manager.
Customer Project Managers are created automatically
when the first translation project is requested in XTM
Portal. XTM suggests that such default Customer
Project Manager is not changed.
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Additional Information
Customer Groups In Portal
Import Users - CSV file
The XTM Support Team can import a list of users to XTM Portal from a CSV file.

CSV file - example
A CSV file needs to have the following details specified:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FirstName
Surname
Email
Username
XTM Customer ID
XTM Customer PM ID

Customer ID can be found in your XTM instance:
1.
2.

Go to Customers > Customer list
Click the infotip by the relevant Customer to copy the ID number.

infotip with Customer ID number

CustomerPM (CPM) ID can be found in your XTM instance:
1.
2.

Go to Customers > Customer PMs.
Click the infotip icon by the relevant Customer PM to copy the Customer PM ID number.
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infotip with Customer ID number
To link a Portal user with a specific customer type, you do not have to create Customer PM users in
XTM for all users in XTM Portal. You can link several users to one CustomerPM.
Only CustomerPM and PM API get email notifications. An email alias is assigned to the CustomerPM
and all customers have to be assigned to it.
Example
• Customer = Marketing
• CustomerPM email = marketing@mycompany.com.
Once the XTM Support Team imports the CSV file, each user must use the Forgot password option in
XTM Portal to get access to it.
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